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INTRODUCTION 

What is the Clyro Community & Village Design Statement? 
 
This document describes the community & village, the surroundings, features, history and the 
characteristics that make it special to those of us who live here. The statement has been written by 
residents of the community & village, with the cooperation of the Community Council. Its aims 
are to ensure that future developments, whether large or small, are produced with sensitivity, and 
are in keeping with the community/village, through good design, thoughtful positioning, and care 
in the type of  materials used. In line with modern thinking the aim here is holistic, so that all the 
pieces of the jigsaw are included. 
 
 

How was it produced? 
 

Residents of the community were invited to contribute to the  design statement through a public 
meeting, the filling in of a questionnaire, and involvement in the Clyro Forum. The local school 
children were given disposable cameras to  photograph that which they thought was important in 
and around the village, they were also asked to make drawings of various aspects of the village.   
A very positive meeting was held with local authority planners. The results of the questionnaire 
were referred to by the design team, and from this a draft statement was produced. This was      
circulated to the community and to the planning department for final comment before being sent to 
the local authority for adoption as supplementary planning guidance. 

 

What is it for? 
 

The community/village is constantly changing. Every  building addition, tree planted, roadway  
altered or even the removal of such items alters the look and feel of the place. This document will  
enable interested parties  to make informed decisions. 

Who is it for? 
 

The statement is of use to: 
 The local planning authority 
 Developers, designers and architects 
 Local residents and local businesses 
 The County Council 
 The Community Council 
 Anyone else who might effect change to the community/village. 

 

How does it work? 
 

The statement is a consultation document to be used as supplementary planning guidance. 
 

 
It is now well established that low quality, ugly environments breed vandalism,  
crime, ill health and depression - conversely, good design encourages social well-being.  

Richard Rogers 
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What of the future? 
 
The statement is a constantly evolving document, the aim being that new ideas, legislation, needs, 
innovation etc can be quickly and easily be incorporated as times change. 
 



Clyro late 1800s 

Clyro 2003 

LOCATION 
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LOCATION AND SETTING 

The landscape of Wales and its wildlife enriches in many ways. It provides enormous benefits for 
the economy as recent research on tourism in Wales and visitors to our National Parks have 
shown.. The landscape is without doubt the main motivating factor in attracting the majority of 
tourists to Wales, creating wealth and jobs and, in many cases, supporting the viability of rural 
communities. 

Countryside Council for Wales 

 

The siting of Clyro no doubt came about for practical reasons. It is in a sheltered hollow beside a 
rapidly flowing stream.  
An ancient thoroughfare passed through it linking Inner Wales to England.  
 
Until modern times, changes would have been very slow.  
 
The original nucleus is still distinct and sits in the landscape with a mature and historic charm. 
The nature of this needs to be recognised.  
 
Looking from the south, a variety of individual trees, hedgerows and woods complements the 
shapes of the buildings.  
The plain of the Wye Valley rises up from the village to hills behind and on either side, green 
with grass, bushes and trees that incline to the right. 
 The Bron has a particular part to play as a foil to the village and is a visually sensitive area.  
 
It is most important that when designing houses on slopes or hills, architects perceive what effect 
this has on the whole appearance of a location.  
The modern development to the left, Begwyns Bluff, has been visually incorporated into the   
village latterly by the growth of bushes and trees. 
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 Any projected changes need to be informed by a consideration of what effect they will have 
on the community and village as a whole. 



Looking North with the Bron as a backdrop 

Entering the village looking West 

Aerial view: River Wye foreground, Clyro centre 
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

There are various interpretations given to the word "Clyro". It is thought to mean "shining" or 
"clear water". The old names were "Cleirwy" and "Clidderwy", meaning "The Wye flowing on a 
bed of clay".   
 

Evidence of ancient habitation is given by local finds of prehistoric flint arrowheads and a stone 
axe head. Clyro Hill Tump may be the site of a round barrow or a motte. An unexcavated mound 
elsewhere may be a long barrow. At Clyro Court Farm there is a prehistoric chambered tomb made 
of upright slabs. The Romans built a fort in Clyro nearer the river by what is now Boatside Farm. 
This suggests the use of the area as a means of communication between east and west. But later 
Offa's Dyke was constructed just by Clyro, thus creating a boundary between countries. Later 
drovers' roads served the purpose of getting livestock from Wales to England and  London.   
Earthworks remain of Clyro Castle but the stone fabric has gone. Its erection also seems to testify 
to the importance of Clyro as the stage along a journey.  
 

Although the present church is mostly of nineteenth century construction, this was a rebuilding of 
an earlier mediaeval church. A look at a map even as late as the 1880's shows the pattern of a  typ-
ical self-supporting, mediaeval village, with habitations grouped around the church: a stream flow-
ing by it that services a mill. There were probably earlier mills along the stream as some names 
and some ruins suggest. There was a succession of smithies. Within Clyro Court Farm are the re-
mains of a monastic grange, probably founded from the Cistercian abbey of Cwmhir. There is part 
of a stone barn and a fourteenth century arch.  
 

It is thought that the castle at Clyro had some defensive link with Hay-on-Wye  Castle. Just to the 
north-east of the village is another site of fortification at Court Evan Gwynne. Paul Remfry in his 
Castles of Radnorshire considers that Clyro Castle was probably built in the 1070's. It was perhaps 
destroyed in the 1140's and rebuilt in the thirteenth century, being still defensible in 1403.         
The stone castle was built on the top of the mound, and the whole site was enclosed by a            
polygonal curtain wall. To the south was probably a gatehouse or keep. What remain now are 
earthworks covered by mature trees.  
 

The life of the village progressed unrecorded for centuries. In 1801 the whole estate of Clyro was 
inherited by an Oxford don, the Reverend Doctor William Powell, who built the large Regency 
style house "Cae Mawr". Later the whole estate was sold to the Baskerville family who built Clyro 
Court in 1839. The coat of arms of the Baskerville family has the head of a hound pierced by a 
shaft. Although Sir Arthur Conan Doyle set his story The Hound of the Baskervilles in the West 
Country, it is believed that his visit to Clyro gave him some of the source material.  
 

The daily life of Clyro has been evocatively preserved in the diaries of the Reverend Francis Kil-
vert, curate here in the 1860's and 70's, while he lodged at Ashbrook House, now a  
contemporary art gallery that also incorporates his memory. A hundred years after Kilvert lived 
here Laurence Le Quesne recorded the life of the village, published as After Kilvert by Oxford 
University Press. The Baskerville Estate was sold off in the 1950's. The coming of the railway to 
Hay-on-Wye may have brought about some change in the appearance and way of life in Clyro, but 
on the whole the radical changes happened after the demise of the Baskerville Estate. The whole 
area had been a place of woods and extensive orchards as celebrated by Kilvert. In more recent 
times the A438 cut a swathe to one side of the village and opened up a greater mobility and all that 
comes with it. The break-up of estates often means the visual fragmentation of a settlement. Un-
less the resulting vacuum is filled by an authority conscious of design, exploitation results. The 
Castle Estate was built up against the castle mound; Begwyns Bluff Estate was developed on a hill 
above the village and Baskerville Court Estate was built on a slope behind the nineteenth century 
"Baskerville Arms". 
  
. 
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♣ Changes in different centuries can enrich the village.  
          Modern changes need to add to the quality of the village, not subtract from it.  
          Radical contemporary designs should be  considered. 



 Former Cistercian Grange 

The detailed understanding of topography, ecology and neighbouring settlements should be 
fundamental to the design of housing layouts. 

Department of the Environment 

Old Mill 

Castle Mound 
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BUILDING STYLES AND DESIGN 

The relationship of buildings to one another and to their site 
 

There is a rural 'look' to the buildings in and around Clyro. This needs to be maintained in any   
new development, while not necessarily repeating the past.  
 
Imaginative contemporary designs are to be hoped for.  
 
The central concern is how buildings relate to the larger setting they occupy. Because building in 
the past in Clyro was slow and occasional, there isn't a standardisation of format.                        
But there is a tradition. The vernacular tradition provides both unity and a  diversity. There is a  
variety in roof lines and gables. Chimneys and windows, ridge tiles and barge boards enhance the 
modesty of the houses. Trees, hedges, railings, walls, fences, all have their part to play in the     
visual interest and harmony of the whole. This has to be grasped and understood by anybody     
involved in changes that might occur in the village. Some of the mistakes made can be seen where 
road signs are neither well positioned nor in scale; where new houses are not spaced well; and 
where houses look suburban rather than rural.  
 
 
 
Relationship of buildings 
 

1.  The roofscape of Clyro has visual diversity and interest, with angles, dormers and     
 chimneys offset against each other. 

 
2. Walls, vegetation and variety of scale of buildings result in satisfying vistas that give     

character to a place.  
 
3. The buildings along the main street in Clyro do not obstruct views but lead the eye to the 

mountains on the horizon, so that the landscape is included in the appearance of the village.  
 
4. Nurturing suitable bushes and trees to accompany buildings retains the rural nature of the 

place, giving it a feeling of abundance rather than meanness.  
 
5. The spaces between buildings and the way trees supplement these spaces are vital in         

understanding what is appropriate when changes are made to the village. These spaces also 
reveal the surrounding countryside.  
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♣ In keeping with the local vernacular, new building should look as though it is  
          intended for the country, not for a town or suburb. 

While style and design are very important to the village in particular, they also should be taken 
into consideration through out the whole community. 



Ashbrook Lodge 
 20 & 21 The Village 

Bloomfield 

16 & 17 The Village 

Newhouse Old School 

23 The Village 

5 & 6 The Village 
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Faced stone used to accentuate  
corners, windows and doors                    

BUILDING MATERIALS  

Over the years various materials have been used in the construction of dwellings in the   
community and around the village. Here we show the most common, which are the preferred 
option for new buildings. As with building materials, there have been and are various        
finishes used on dwellings around the village and in the wider community. 
 

Stone, roughly cut                                                     Stone, painted or lime washed 

Faced stone                                                               Tyrolean or roughcast, painted 

Bricks used to accentuate  
corners, windows and doors 

Roughcast and reconstituted stone 
used together on modern buildings 

Oldest brick             Modern brick  
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Windows were casement style and many houses have a fixed centre section with an opening light 
on either side. It is thought that these were probably made and fitted by carpenters from the Bas-
kerville Estate. Windows and doors are made of wood and are either stained or painted. The oldest 
houses often have a sill of rounded bricks. These were probably fitted when the windows were  
replaced. Walls were constructed of stone and either painted with a lime wash, or rendered and 
painted. Verges were often shaped with a series of curves. Ridges were given a decorative look, 
and fancy chimney pots sometimes used. The oldest roofs were clad with stone tiles, later roofs are 
of slate. Carved stone emblems or build dates were incorporated into buildings.  
 
Later houses from 1860 - 1950 sometimes incorporated bricks around windows and on the corners 
to accentuate the buildings, stone sills were also used. Windows could also be set in stone, and 
roofs were slate or  tiles. Hipped roofs made an appearance. The estates built  during the 70 - 80s 
tended to use red brick, have tiled roofs and larger windowpanes. Windows and doors were paint-
ed wood, but many are now low maintenance plastic. From the 1990’s on, windows were general-
ly smaller, and were double glazed, as this reduces heat loss. Canopies or porches are incorporated 
to reduce the effect of wind and rain. 
 
 

BUILDING DETAIL 

Verge & window detail Interesting chimney pots Stone roof tiles 

Ridge tile detail Brick used for detailing Stone emblems 
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ENCLOSURES AND OPEN SPACES 

 
Public Spaces 
 

Clyro lacks public spaces. The "Village Green" is a triangular piece of land by the church         
lych gate which could contain ten people. There is a recreation ground on the other side of the 
busy A438. In the nineteenth century the vicarage garden, since partly sold off, was used for      
village celebrations. Otherwise what recreation and play there was probably took place in the     
orchards or fields. The Bron was used in Kilvert's time for the first firework display in the locality.  
 

Recent building developments have further squeezed out spaces for public use. Large houses with 
little space between them are not in keeping with the character of the village; neither do they add 
to what is visually appropriate for the present or the future.  
 
The Churchyard 
 

The churchyard is at the centre of the village and now provides a sanctuary in a variety of ways. 
Evidently it is a place for burials and for visitors to graves. Much of the village's heritage is here. 
It is a place to rest and sit in. It is a haven for birds and mammals. It is rich in wild plants. The 
place is a village resource that requires conscious guardianship to meet multiple needs.  

 
The Castle Mound 
 

The other ancient site is the Castle Mound. Because of its historic earthworks it is a sensitive area 
that could nevertheless be of more benefit to residents and visitors alike. There has been a history 
of neglect here. Houses have been allowed to infringe on its visual impact.                                 
Now in more enlightened times it is to be hoped that a management of the site can be worked out 
and a consciousness generated of its visual and cultural contribution to the village.  
 
Ideal enhancement has taken place at the other castle mound - Court Evan Gwynne.  
The Radnorshire Wildlife Trust has created a wildlife sanctuary around this historic site, which 
could serve as a model.   
 
Car parking 
 

An urgent problem is the lack of a car park. Weddings, funerals, church functions, village hall 
functions, visitors to the Post Office and Bridge Stores, and visitors to the Kilvert Gallery and to 
the Baskerville Arms, all require adequate parking, This needs attention.  
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♣ Designing any development needs to incorporate a consideration not only of the relation-
ship of buildings to each other, but of the spaces around them , and their relation to wildlife, 
hedges, trees, and landscape. 

The Village 



Properties have various types of enclosures, to keep animals out of gardens, or to keep pets and 
children in. The most common around the village are wooden picket fencing, hedges, metal      
railings, and stone walls. 

 

Wooden paling fences Hedges 

Metal railings Stone walls 

Looking south and Buttercup Meadow 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

The nearby river Wye (SSSI and candidate European Special Area of Conservation) is relatively  
unmodified and encompasses 250km. It includes 4,180 sq. km. in its catchment area. Clyro brook 
feeds into the river Wye SSSI south east of the village. 
 

Sewage and ground water discharge may have an adverse impact on the Clyro brook, and, as a    
consequence, on the river Wye SSSI. Riparian habitats may also be impacted by built development.  
 

“Development”, in relation to European protected species, should be interpreted broadly. 
 

Species and habitats subject to E.U. directives or UK legislation should be conserved and enhanced, 
and opportunities should be sought to enhance habitats which would help target species identified in 
the Powys Local Diversity Action Plan.  
 

Clyro Brook and Dingle 
 

Clyro brook flows through the centre of the village. It’s a swift-flowing upland nutrient-poor stream, 
which will support invertebrate fauna such as stoneflies, mayflies and caddisflies, with fish such as 
brown trout and salmon.  
 

Amphibia such as the great crested newt, which is present as a metapopulation, and the European 
common otter, travelling and feeding through the heart of Clyro village, largely unseen, enjoy   Eu-
ropean protected status. Although the otter is a semi-aquatic mammal, it can feed, breed and rest at 
some apparent distance from water. Individual otters can use in excess of 20km of river        catch-
ment.  
 

Dormice are present in the Clyro dingle, in particular in the Lower Cwmgwannon SSSI woodland. 
They are also present elsewhere in the parish in the Bettws dingle, including the Radnorshire    
Wildlife Trust nature reserve at Court Evan Gwynne. Dormice use a range of habitat, including    
hazel. They travel along aerial pathways such as hedges or trees connecting patches of woodland. 
 

The area of the Clyro brook and the dingle above the village are also rich in birdlife, with sightings 
of dippers and grey wagtails not uncommon, and kingfishers occasional. 
 

Hedgerows 
 

This part of the country has been fortunate in retaining large numbers of hedgerows, which are                  
essential for maintaining the landscape character of the neighbourhood and supporting wildlife. 
Some of the local hedges are very ancient, and many would have protection under the 1997    
Hedgerow Regulations. Roadside hedges are especially valuable because they are so visible and   
because in combination with the adjacent grass verge they support much more wildlife than hedges 
with stock on both sides. Hedges of native species within the village  provide visual continuity     
between the built-up area and the surrounding countryside. Many local farmers have taken            
advantage of various grant schemes available to renovate hedges through "laying" and planting in 
gaps. The Tir Gofal agri-environment scheme requires a quarter of hedges to be left untrimmed each 
year so that they can flower and fruit, and recommends trimming in late winter after birds and  
mammals have had the benefit of the fruit and nuts.  
 

Trees 
 

Mature trees have a key rôle in the landscape of the area and host a range of birds and insect life. 
Right in the centre of the old village is the church and churchyard with its fine collection of ancient 
yew trees, and a magnificent Scots pine. There is a magnificent oak tree in the Old Smithy Orchard, 
and other very fine trees at Cae Mawr, Clyro Court and Lucombe. Further out in the parish are a 
number of woodlands. One of these, below Cwm Byddog house, contains fabulous ancient oak trees, 
regarded as among the oldest in Radnorshire. This 10 acre site is now a Radnorshire Wildlife Trust 
nature reserve. Elsewhere in the parish there are a number of other ancient trees of considerable 
size." The Radnorshire Wildlife Trust has acquired an 8.5 acre site including many of these trees, 
and   after considerable work by volunteers and the Trust, this site is now a designated nature        
reserve.  
 

Roadside verges 
Roadside verges have become much more important as a home for flowers such as primrose,      
cowslips and orchids; insects such as bumble bees; mammals such as dormice and birds such as   
yellow hammers. Moreover, the roadside verges are the visible face of the countryside for residents 
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European common otter 

Clyro brook 

Trees natural and ornamental 

Example of hedge laying 
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Hedgerows with trees support more wildlife than the hedgerows alone, so it is important to  
conserve hedgerow trees, even if they are not fine individual specimens. Dead standing trees and 
fallen timber host masses of wildlife and should not be cleared up for the sake of tidiness unless 
they are an obstruction. An example is the fallen tree on the Bron. 
 

Roadside verges 
 

Roadside verges have become much more important as a home for flowers such as primrose,      
cowslips and orchids; insects such as bumble bees; mammals such as dormice and birds such as   
yellow hammers. Moreover, the roadside verges are the visible face of the countryside for  
residents and visitors alike, and many people want to see the flowers and other types of wildlife 
flourishing there.  
 

Forty years ago the verges would not have been subject to the  rigorous mowing that is now      
normal. The growth of traffic has made the lanes dangerous and so removal of vegetation which  
obstructs visibility is essential. However, many people feel that present day mowing practices go 
further than is necessary for maintaining visibility and are resulting in a loss of flowers and  
wildlife on the verges. In consultation with the Radnorshire Wildlife Trust Powys County Council 
has now designated a number of verges in the county with exceptional botanical or wildlife  
interest as  Roadside Nature Reserves, and there are four of these in the parish of Clyro. These will 
get special management by the council. The community has planted native trees on verges in the 
village and in time  these will enhance the  environment.  
 

New Planning Applications 
 

PPG9 gives direction to the local planning authorities in their decision-making with respect to land 
use and development. The presence of a protected species is a material consideration in            
considering a development proposal. Habitats may also be protected. Undertaking a survey early 
on in the  development process can save time and money later on. 
 

Barn conversions will require a survey for the presence of bats or their roosts, for example.  
Mitigation measures may have to be considered. Before any work affecting bats or roosts is  
undertaken, a Habitats Regulations Licence must be applied for and obtained. Consultation will be 
required with the Countryside Council for Wales. (01597) 827400) 
 

Prospective developers are generally asked to consider installing “bat bricks”, or boxes, 
nesting boxes for birds, or artificial nests for specific species such as swallows or house martins.  
 

♣ Developments which consider the environment and protect and enhance its flora and fauna, 
are pleasant places to live and work. 
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The natural environment of the village and the surrounding countryside is one of the   
 community’s greatest  assets. It is enjoyed by residents and visitors alike, and its conservation 
through careful management is important for both the quality of life of people who live here and 
in supporting the large part of the local economy that depends on tourism.  

 

In determining future development in and around Clyro, the environment, the economy and the 
interests of the community are all interlinked, and one should not take priority over another.  
Countryside is visible from all parts of the village, and gives the village its distinctly rural feel.  
 

The parish includes a great variety of habitats: lowland and upland farmland, common land, 
streams running through wooded dingles to the river, and more extensive areas of woodland, some  
deciduous, some coniferous. The village itself also provides rich and varied habitats for wildlife, 
including gardens, orchards, the churchyard and open spaces, and the Clyro brook, which runs 
right through the  middle of the village.  
 

Some of the local wildlife has been lost over the last half century because modern economic life 
has led to more house building, road widening and intensive farming. From a distance the 
landscape may look little changed, but a closer look reveals far fewer flowers, insects and birds. 



WILDFLOWERS 

Agrimony  
Archangel 
Barren Strawberry 
Betony 
Bindweed 
Black Medick 
Blackthorn 
Bluebell 
Bog Violet 
Broad Leaved Willow Herb 
Brooklime 
Broom 
Brown Knapweed 
Bryony 
Bugle 
Burdock 
Bush Vetch 
Buttercup 
Coltsfoot 
Comfrey 
Common Fumitory 
Common Mallow 
Common Persicaria 
Common Spotted Orchid 
Common Toadflax 
Corn Marigold 
Cow Parsley 
Cowslip 
Creeping Speedwell 
Creeping Thistle 
Cyclamen 
Daisy 
Dandelion 
Dane's Violet 
Dewberry 
Dogs Mercury 
Dogwood 
Downy Rose 
Early Forget-Me-Not 
Enchanter's Nightshade 
Fat Hen 
Feverfew 
Field Pansy 
Figwort 
Fleabane 
Foxglove 
Garlic 
Germander  
Glove Flower 
Golden Saxifrage 

Goose Grass 
Gorse 
Great Plantain 
Great Stitchwort 
Great Willow Herb 
Greater Celandine 
Ground Elder 
Ground Ivy 
Groundsel 
Guelder Rose 
Hairless Catmint 
Hairy Bitter-Cress 
Hardhead 
Harebell 
Hawkweed 
Hawthorn 
Hazel 
Heliotrope 
Hemlock Water Dropwort 
Hemp Agrimony 
Herb Bennet 
Herb Robert 
Hoary Cinquefoil 
Hogweed 
Holly 
Honesty 
Honeysuckle 
Horse Chestnut 
Ivy 
Ivy Leaved Speedwell 
Ivy Leaved Toadflax 
Jack-By-The-Hedge 
Knot Grass 
Ladies Smock 
Land Cress 
Larch 
Large Flowered  
 Butterwort 
Lesser Celandine 
Lords and Ladies 
Lousewort 
Lungwort 
Marsh Birds Foot  
 Trefoil 
Marsh Hawks Beard 
Marsh Marigold 
Marsh Ragwort 
Meadow Cranesbill 
Meadow Thistle 
Meadowsweet 

Monkey Flower 
Mullein 
Musk Mallow 
Mustard 
Narrow Leaved Vetch 
Nipplewort 
Old Man's Beard 
Ox.Eye Daisy 
Pennywort 
Pignut 
Pineapple Mayweed 
Primrose 
Privet 
Purple Toadflax 
Pussy Willow 
Ragged Robin 
Ragwort 
Red Campion 
Red Clover 
Red Dead Nettle 
Reflexed Stonecrop 
Rhododendron 
Ribwort 
Rose Bay Willowherb 
Rowan 
Scabious 
Scarlet Pimpernel 
Scentless Chamomile 
Self-Heal 
Sharp Dock 
Sneezewort 
Snowberry 
Snowdrop 
Sorrel 
Sowthistle 
Spear Thistle 
Spearmint 
Speedwell 
Spotted Orchid 
St. John's Wort 
Stinging Nettle 
Stinking Chamomile 
Summer Gorse 
Sweet White Violet 
Sycamore 
Tansy 
Tare 
Thale Cress 
Toothwort 
Town Hall Clock 

Tufted Vetch 
Valerian 
Wall Lettuce 
Water Chickweed 
Water Crowfoot 
Water Figwort 
Water Forget-Me-Not 
Water Plantain 
Watermint 
Wavy Bitter-Cress 
Welsh Poppy 
Welted Thistle 
White Campion 
White Stonecrop 
Wild Basil 
Wild Cherry 
Wild Strawberry 
Willow 
Winter Cress 
Wood Anemone 
Wood Sage 
Wood Sorrell 
Wood Woundwort 
Woody Nightshade 
Wych Elm 
Yarrow 
Yellow Flag 
Yellow Fumitory 
Yellow Meadow 
 Vetchling 
Yellow Pimpernel 

Wild flowers can be the most ignored aspect of our surroundings. Here is a record of the actual 
plants found in and around Clyro over the period of one year. They are legally protected but  
insufficiently valued. 
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♣ The cutting of verges needs to be strictly controlled.  
♣ The trimming of hedges needs to respect the season of nesting. 



ROADS AND STREET FURNITURE 

Highways 
 

The main road clipping Clyro to the south, passes through one of the natural splendours of Britain, 
namely the Wye Valley.  
 
This must be considered when road lighting, signs, directions and furniture are concerned.         
The problem can be seen on page 5 in the middle illustration. Do the signs enhance the site?      
The illustrations on page 19 show the A438 as it passes Clyro. Each drawing is of signs that are 
placed a few walking paces from each other. Much information must be understood in rapid     
succession by the motorist.  
 
A coordinated plan is required that recognises not only safety but design quality. Such clutter, like 
litter, can offend. This road is part of the village and adds to or subtracts from the quality of life. A 
public highway requires not only safety but attractiveness. Nature provides in abundance a rich  
variety of wild flowers and plants for free. This natural providence is made barren by unnecessary 
and unsympathetic cutting.  
 
A management plan needs to be devised that allows for the natural cycle of the seasons to benefit 
the village. One of the dangers of departmentalised planning is the inappropriateness of street    
furniture to location. This can result in the invasion of a country site by what is only appropriate to 
an urban site. The Countryside Council for Wales should be consulted on these matters.  
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♣ A body like the Clyro Village Forum needs to be maintained to bring together local 
and expert consultation to deal with the ongoing issues of village design and             
enhancement.  



1 2 

3 4 

5 6 
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A proliferation of road signs that confuse rather than help travellers and locals alike, spoils 
the entrance to and the very character of the village. 
  
There are some 50 signs along the A438 and other minor roads to and from the village. 

Roads and signs  
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SCHOOLWORK 

The schoolchildren from the primary school were given disposable cameras, to take pictures of 
that which they thought was important to themselves, and to the future of the village. 
They also made drawings of important items. 
 
Shown here are a few of the items that they thought makes Clyro special, and should be preserved. 

Sacred Cottage Old Post Office 

Church                                          Lych gate                                     Clyro Brook 

Entrance to Cae Mawr                               Church 
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS SUMMARY 

These were the general feelings of the community and villagers, to the 
questions asked:- 

The Village Setting 
 

Clyro has a special character. The surrounding hills, and approaches are a very important part of 
that character. The church and churchyard, Kilvert, the brook and the facilities within the village 
are also very important to the community.  
 

There was also a large amount of support to extend the conservation area to include the             
surrounding fields. 
 
The Form and Pattern of Clyro 
 

The most popular descriptions of Clyro were: “Rural”, “Historic”, and “Charming.” 
 

Green open spaces, gardens, and the retention or replanting of native trees and hedgerows, were 
very high on everyone's list. 
 

On the housing front, well spaced out detached houses were the preferred option,                        
although  terraced and semi-detached were also very popular. 
 

It was also thought that all types of housing extensions and new buildings should  complement, 
and be in scale with, their neighbours. 
 
Parking and Traffic 
 
It was thought very important that off street parking be provided for new developments. 
The need for a village car park was also a priority, and there was also a need to review and reduce 
existing road signage, as well as improving traffic calming measures. 

 
Characteristics of Buildings and Architectural Details 
 

Positive details were: stone boundary walls, small pane windows, two storey houses, and a variety 
of chimney and ridge tile styles. 
 

Preferred building materials were: local stone, stone or slate tiled roofs, stained wooden door and 
window frames. Brick, rendered and colour washed walls, and painted wooden door and window 
frames, were also considered to be reasonable options. 
 

The type and amount of street lighting was an important consideration in any new development. It 
was thought that service wires for electricity and telephone should  ideally be routed underground. 
 

A large number of villagers were not happy with building developments in the village over the last 
fifteen years or so. 
 
Future Concerns and Issues 
 
In order of priority the community thought that the most important features to preserve were:- 
 

the church and churchyard, the brook, footpaths and bridleways, the Castle Mound, and the Bron. 
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♣ The lack of affordable housing for local people is a problem throughout Wales. 
 In the Clyro area house prices are especially high. This is proving to be a real problem for 
 the welfare of the community. 



COMMUNITY AND OCCUPATION 

What is there? 
 

A very popular primary school that has over 70 pupils 
 
Two churches  
 
Two chapels 
 
A village hall 
 
A post office/shop 
  
A vehicle repair garage 
 
A filling station 
 
Two hotels 
 
An art gallery 
 
 
 

What goes on? 
 

Entertainments by the Clyro players 
Quiz nights 
“Race” nights 
Music and dance evenings 
School plays 
First aid courses 
Art classes 
Yoga 
T’ai chi 
“Chinese” auctions 
Mothers Union  
The Women's Institute 
Community council 
Community projects team 
Friends of the school 
Talks 
Social functions 
Wedding receptions 
Car rallies 
Kilvert Society gatherings 
Pony trekking 
Exhibitions 
Youth Club 
Cycle races/events 
Garden open days 
Annual fun day/fetes 

The community feels strongly about various issues.  
 

Building on greenfield and certain other sites is one such issue that brings out the community in 
force.  

Community and Village amenities in the 21st Century 
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Recommendations  
 

1. Before submitting planning applications, developers should speak with local organisations such 
as the Community Council and/or the Clyro Forum to get an idea of the feelings and concerns of  
the community, about the proposed development, and to decide what needs to be done to best 
integrate it into the village. 

2. Buildings should be finished in stone, or rendered and painted. 
3. Red brick should be used when building near to similar housing. 
4. Roofs should be pitched and clad with slate or a suitably coloured tile. 
5. Windows should be casement style with smaller panes. 
6. There should be a chimney stack, if only for appearance sake. 
7. Windows, doors, bargeboards etc should ideally be timber, painted or stained. 
8. Modern innovative design for individual houses, or larger developments, should not be ruled out 

if these general recommendations are followed. 
9. Developments should use a mix of house types if possible 
10. Single houses used as infill are a preferred option. 
11. All developments should have sufficient off road parking. 
12. Houses on estates should be well spaced, and natural hedges and trees should be encouraged for 

use as boundaries. 
13. Existing trees and hedgerows should be left in place if at all possible. If removed for safety or 

other reasons, similar trees and hedgerows should be replanted . 
14. Developers and planning applicants should be aware of legislation regarding nesting birds and 

wildlife habitat, before starting any work. 
15. Hedges, trees etc should not be removed without proper checks being made by approved         

officers, and appropriate licences obtained 
16. Environmental and conservation options should play a part in any new development. 
17. Electricity and telephone cables should be routed underground wherever possible. 
18. Whenever possible, the placement and type of signs and lighting, should be discussed with the 

community before implementation. 
19. Affordable local housing should be given serious consideration. 
 
. 
 

Aims 
 

The aims are to try and ensure that future developments are tastefully  executed, and are in keeping 
with the general character and feel of the village. We should also try to undo and improve that which 
has already been badly executed. The entrance to the village is critical in this respect.  

Village enhancement 
 

Rapidity of modern changes has affected the quality of life of residents. Any overall plan for Clyro 
needs a recognition of village enhancement. A village car park is urgently needed for day to day       
living apart from weddings, funerals and celebrations. The economics of Clyro, a place visited by   
people from all over the world, also requires this. The entrances to the village from east and west must 
not be marred by unsightly buildings, traffic signs, or paraphernalia, since the gateway to a place      
indicates its quality. Clyro is a country village, not a suburb. Wild plants and hedgerows require       
respect. Untimely and radical cutting here is destructive. A recognition of the historic and literary fame 
of Clyro needs to be given. Suitable visual signs or monuments are required. A clutter of road signs 
must be avoided. Judgment must be made as to the detriment to the picturesque nature of the Wye   
Valley. Electricity posts, cables and transformers, organised well, can avoid this. It is the responsibility 
of the village to ensure its identity and the responsibility of local government to help it in this.        
Consultation in the long run saves time.  

 - Found in the diary of a twenty three year old village lad who was involved in a fatal accident  near  
the village in June 2001 
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AIMS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND  
VILLAGE ENHANCEMENT 

There are many things in life that will catch your eye,  
But only a few will catch your heart, pursue those. 



Clyro church with the Bron providing a backdrop 

The village and the Bron 

Exhibition on Clyro in the village hall 
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